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Getting the Property Seller To The 'Yes' 
Simple Steps To Close A Deal On Terms Instead Of Cash & Double Your Conversion Rate  
 
SELLER FINANCING—A DIFFERENT WAY TO CLOSE DEAL  
 

Closing a deal with terms is a strategy that will get you ahead of all other investors. 
How? Using the terms method allows you to tell the seller, “I can give you tens of 
thousands of dollars for your property over what any cash investor will give you in 
hard cash...as long as we settle the deal on my terms that work for both of us.”  
 
Imagine, you have a circle of potential deals. What if, on average, you could double 
your conversion rate without ever having to spend one extra dollar?   
 
Stop talking about price and start talking about terms. Eliminate the traditional lender, 
and instead make the seller the lender (aka seller financing). When you master this 
simple method, you’ll be able to beat out investors and close deals everyone else has 
to walk away from. Follow the steps below. 

 

           STEP ONE: FIND DEALS NO ONE ELSE CAN CLOSE   
 

First, you’ll need to figure out what property is a good candidate for a terms 
agreement. Ask yourself, do you have a deal that has the bones to make it work? This 
does not need to be a perfect property. You’re looking for motivation to sell: 
 

● The seller has to have some equity (what the house is worth vs. what’s owed) 
● May not be a very appealing property to a realtor 
● Inherited properties 
● Quick sale 
● A property that’s been on the market forever 
● A property that is easily rentable (can need minor updates, as long as it has the 

potential to be a solid rental property) 
● It does not have to be free and clear 
● The property may need to be rehabbed 
● Frustrated landlords 

  



 
What is the seller’s incentive to close a deal on terms (seller financing) vs. cash? 
 

● They can sell the property faster  
● They can sell for more than they would get with a cash investor 
● Seller financing may possibly give them a lower property tax bill 
● They will have their property as collateral, which is collateral that they are 

already familiar with 
● This is a way to invest their money for the long term with a higher return than 

traditional stocks  
 
You’re looking for a seller who is more interested in getting closer to their asking price 
than immediate cash. We will get to identifying the seller’s needs more in step two.  
 

Success Story: 
 
Kevin was newly married. He knew that he couldn’t get a loan because he had recently left his 
Corporate America job. So he targeted a list of houses that were free and clear and vacant (you 
can get these lists from NoteSchool). He sent letters to 550 property owners and narrowed it down 
to a few that were a good fit for a terms deal. Using this guide, Kevin closed a deal on seller 
financing and got him and his bride a house in one of the most competitive markets in the U.S.—
Seattle. 
 

 STEP TWO-IDENTIFY THE SELLER’S NEEDS 
 

A. Sit down with the seller and decipher what they want vs. what they really need. You 
need to become skilled in understanding which problem the seller has. A seller usually 
has one of two problems: 

 
1. A cash flow problem 
2. A real estate problem 

 
It’s your job to figure out what their frustration is, so you know how to best cater the 
deal to what they really need. What is the seller’s incentive for having a steady income 
source over the long-term vs. the money upfront?  
 

  



Explain to the seller that: 
 

● You’re here to listen to their frustrations and solve their “hassle factor.” 
○ What are their true objections? Do they not trust other investors? What 

is their current financial situation? Identify the questions they haven’t 
asked yet.  

● You understand they don’t want to sell at a discount.  
○ That’s why you’re able to offer them the price they want if they agree to 

the terms you want.  
● They may pay less in property taxes.  

○ “I can structure a deal that gives you the most money and even limits 
how much  you have to pay in taxes.” 

● You’re offering them a chance to turn a problem property into steady, long-
term cash-flow.  

● You’re offering them a long-term strategy that shows them the investment for 
their money.  

 
B. Next, explain to the seller what a “terms” deal is, and then ask them “What would 
you call it?” so that you’re speaking their language throughout the rest of the deal. 

 
If the seller needs some money at closing, you need to figure out what that is. 

               (Please read 5 Steps to Dictating the Terms to Your Lender QuickStart Guide).  
 

Success Story: 
 
My business partner David and I found a lady in her late 60s that wanted to sell her property 
specifically to help give her son the cash he needed to go into business. She inherited the property 
and isn’t naturally a sophisticated investor. Her son only needed a small portion of the money she 
would get from the sale, so she wasn’t sure what to do with the rest of the cash she would receive 
from selling the property.  
 
So, we worked out a deal where we paid for part of the property in cash, and set up seller financing 
for the rest. This took away the burden of her having to find another place to invest her money and 
provided her with a long-term, steady income. 
 

STEP THREE - STATING WHAT YOU, THE BUYER, WANTS AND  
STRUCTURING THE DEAL 

 
Here’s a secret—the seller will follow your instructions. You tell them to pick the price, 
and you pick the terms. What terms are you going for? Ask for: 
 



● Rate (0% interest)  
● Term length (shoot for 30 years, but also give them a 15-year option)  
● First right of refusal to buy the note (Hint-discount at a later date) 
● Defer the first payment or interest start date 
● Have the right to exchange, replace or release the collateral 
● Subordination clause  
● Wrap-able provision 

 
For example, see the chart below: 
 

 
 
The Payment of $1,000 each month and the term of 30 years are identical.  The 
difference in the Interest Rate drastically changes the principal (Loan Amount) 

 

  



Success Story: 
 
I have a student named Tim. He’s extremely gifted and patient at sitting down and truly listening 
through a seller’s situation. Because of this skill, he’s acquired a lot of properties over the years. For 
example, Tim recently closed a deal with a woman who, on the surface would have never 
considered seller financing. But Tim took the time to really hear her problem. Then he explained 
that he had a solution, even though it was probably not what she was originally thinking. He 
explained that she would be able to pick the price of the loan, and they would apply agreeable 
terms to make the price work for her. 
 
           STEP FOUR - STRUCTURE THE DEAL 
 

You’ve identified the seller’s needs and stated your wants, and now it’s time to 
structure your offer.  You could make them two offers in order to seal the deal: 
 

1. A cash price offer  
2. A terms price offer that you have built around their specific needs 

 
If they still say no, then you make one final offer—a ridiculous terms price offer they 
can’t refuse—that will usually close the deal every time. 
 
Be careful not to only focus on the power of zero.  0% interest, $0 payment for a time, 
0% interest first xx months. Remember there are many dozens of possibilities for soft 
terms other than the ‘zero’ factor. 

 
Success Story: 
 
A long-term friend of mine named Walter from Jackson, Mississippi closes deals in one of the most 
effective ways I’ve ever seen (We teach this method here at NoteSchool too). He makes three offers 
to the seller: 1) a cash price offer, 2) a terms price offer and 3) a ridiculous terms offer.   
 
Caution: A confused mind says no. Walter is really good at explaining the pros and cons of each 
choice, so if you’re a beginner at this, it’s best to first offer them the cash deal, then your terms deal 
(ex: A few thousand down and the rest on terms with 2% interest), then if they still don’t bite, your 
ridiculous terms deal (ex: This would be something like 0% interest). 
  



 
           STEP FIVE - CLOSE & EXIT 
  

Make sure you have ‘your team’ prepare the documents and close.  Don’t turn this loose 
to a real estate closer that doesn’t know exactly what you want. 

 
Now that the property is closed, what do you do with it?  
 

Option 1: Use it as a rental property  
 

● In our example, you’re paying (amount/month) on the note.  
● Calculate your monthly cash flow:  

○ Ex: Rent it for $1,500 a month 
○ Pay your note for $1,000/month  
○ Keep back a percentage for maintenance and costs 
○ Cash flow = what’s left  

 
Option 2: Resell it via a wraparound seller finance transaction 
 

● You could turn around and sell it with seller financing  
● This is extremely attractive to entrepreneurs or other people that can’t 

traditionally purchase properties. 
● That buyer would typically pay a large down payment giving upfront 

profit plus long-term cash flow. 
 
Success Story: 
  
Phil lives in Florida. He was trying to decide what to do with the property. He found a property and 
filtered through the process and found overall that the property was in good condition for a buyer 
to live in long-term and would be a good candidate for reselling with seller financing: 
 
The goal when selling a property you’ve just acquired with seller financing is to make sure you’re 
attracting a buyer you can trust to take care of the property and make steady long-term payments 
over the years. But often, there’s a stigma attached to seller financing. Because of the nature of the 
financing, it attracts buyers who have no qualifications and wouldn’t normally be able to 
purchase.  
 
So in order to change the type of customer that showed up at his doorstep, Phil made sure to 
advertise it right. He listed the property as “Financing for deserving buyers with a large down 
payment.”  



 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
On average, if you’re closing one out of every 20 leads, imagine if you could close just ONE 
more of the 19 leads left. Follow these 5 steps to close a deal on terms instead of cash and 
watch your conversion rate double as you close deals no other investor can close!  
 
Questions? Visit  www.HowtoFlipNotes.com or visit www.NoteSchool.com for more resources.  


